**High risk investment**

Forex trading with leverage is associated with a high degree of risk and may not suit you personally. You should carefully assess your financial goals, experience and willingness to take risks before you decide to trade foreign currencies, with the help of products and FBS services. FBS Markets Inc. gives general advice on doing business, which should not be considered as recommendation to achieve your personal financial goals. The content of site should not be interpreted as personal advice. There always remains the possibility of partial or total loss of initial investment. You should invest in Forex trading, only those tools that you can afford to lose, without affecting your well-being. You must consider all the risks associated with marginal trading. If you have any questions or concerns, FBS advises to consult an independent investment adviser.

**Market opinions of FBS**

Any opinions, news, research and market analysis, pricing or any other information on this site is general and should not be considered as financial or investment recommendation. FBS Markets Inc. does not assume any liability for losses and damages, including but not restricted to, lost profits, which may arise directly or indirectly from the use or abstinence of this information in any way.

**Internet Trading Risks**

Risks associated with usage an Internet-based deal execution trading system including but not limited to, hardware malfunction, software failure, and communication failure. FBS does not control signal power, reception quality and signal-routing resources on the Internet or on your network, as well as the configuration of communication equipment or reliability of connections. FBS is not responsible for the crashes and rejections of communication systems, as well as distortions and delaying of information while trading via the Internet. FBS uses a reservation system and other means of countering failure to reduce the possibility of disruptions and crashes of the trading system. FBS also provides the ability to trade by conveying instructions via the phone, if the trading system is unavailable.

**Accuracy of information on the website**

Any information on this site may be changed at any time, without prior notice. All information, on this site, is intended solely to assist traders in making independent investment decisions. FBS makes every effort to provide accurate information on the site, but cannot guarantee the accuracy of the information and assumes no responsibility for any loss or damage that may directly or indirectly, arise from the use of the information on this site, or the inability to obtain information from the site, or any delays or discrepancies in transmission or reception of instructions or notifications sent through this site.

**Distribution of Information**

This site is not intended for distribution or use by any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where such distribution or use would be contrary to local laws or regulations. None of the services or investments referred to in this website are available to persons residing in any country where the provision of such services or investments would be contrary to local law or regulation. It is the responsibility of visitors to this website to ascertain the terms of and comply with any local law or regulation to which they are subject.

**Market risks and interactive trading**

The FBS Online Trading Platform provides many opportunities for transactions and controlling the
execution of transactions. FBS makes every effort to ensure that the transactions were executed on the requested price, but online commerce, no matter how convenient and efficient, not necessarily decreases the degree of risks associated with foreign exchange trading. All conditions for obtaining quotations and transactions are discussed in detail in the provisions of “Customer agreement”. You can find an agreement on our site.